BEST PRACTICE I
Title of the Practice :The resourceful classmate
Any resource inside or outside the classroom which influences a student positively deserves to be
tapped by the institution. A resourceful classmate is like an oasis in a desert to anyone who is seeking
to enrich his/her knowledge.
Objective of the practice
The objective of this practice is to make students believe in interdependence so that they can help
each other and grow in their careers. An academically weak student will benefit by relying on a bright
student. A bright student can learn different skills like patience, adaptability, learning to share by
taking a fellow student under his wing. As the saying goes – "Alone we can do so little; together we can do
so much." The College aims to tap this resource and bring about greater success in achieving the
goal.
The Context
The College provides formal support and encouragement through its staff and infrastructure. The
lecturers are the main source of knowledge and learning for the students, followed by the library,
internet and other learning modules. However, a student will find comfort in sharing difficulties
with someone who is like him/her. The ease with which he/ she can speak his/her mind is a lot
more with a peer rather than with a parent/ teacher. An intelligent classmate is a constant
companion who lives for the entire period of the program with him and studies the same subjects
with him thus adding a great deal of help to him. He will strengthen his own studies while he is
offering the necessary help to others.
The practice of peer-to-peer learning serves as a foundation to prepare students to exist and thrive
in their professional lives. It makes them better team players who can formulate ideas effectively,
think out of the box and approach a situation from diverse perspectives.
The practice
“In learning you will teach, and in teaching you will learn.”
The teachers of the college have identified students who are intelligent and have attitude to share
what they learn. These students pay more attention in classes, follow up lessons correctly, and are

always alert. Teachers have found that there is a marked progress in academics amongst slow
learners when they team up for learning with brighter peers. Peer-to-peer learning can be best
described as learning with and from each other in an informal setting. It has been an integral part of
a student’s learning journey in the traditional educational set up. Any lacunae that they have may be
overcome with the help of their intelligent classmates. Students form informal groups by themselves
and approach one another to facilitate achieving higher goals.
Evidence of Success
The concept of ‘Ubuntu’, a humanist African philosophy, is evidenced here, which means that a
‘person is a person through other people’. The teachers of various departments have found a great
deal of success by adopting this policy which is very useful and helpful for students’ learning.
Solving problems in Accounts and practising exercises in Grammar are evidence of success, after
adopting this model of learning. Percentage of students understanding nuances in these exchanges
has risen considerably. Hence, we can say this is time tested principle of teaching where the
“Sahapathi” contributes as much as the teacher.
The problems encountered and resources required
Co-ordination and compatibility among students is a pre-requisite for this peer learning, and this
proved to be time consuming. Further, the student tutors were not uniform in their ability and
approach. The success is therefore, not uniform. In a co- education college, grouping has to be
monitored according to sensitivities.
The challenges faced by the student tutors in this study were in the areas of:
i.

Pupil’s commitment,

ii.

communication,

iii.

time management and

iv.

limitation in teaching ability.

These challenges resulted in some students losing their enthusiasm to teach and their willingness to
continue in playing their roles as peer tutor.

It was realized that by giving student tutors training/ opportunities to teach, this model would be
more effective and would possibly be more popular. Students who were bright were also advised and
encouraged to watch and observe the lecturers so that they could imbibe methods by which they
could approach a problem and gain the ability to give alternative solutions, when the primary
solution did not yield results.

The Resourceful Classmate helping others

Best Practices 2
Title of the Practice: Educate Her, Empower Her
Objective
The objective of the practice is to empower girl students in all spheres of life enabling
them to become agents of social and economic change and inculcating ethical values
for the betterment of self, family, and society. With the motto of “Educate Her,
Empower Her”, the College focuses on inspiring and strengthening their confidence to
be future women leaders, entrepreneurs, instilling self-confidence and making them
realize their potential.
Educating a girl is one of the best investments her family can make. It can be
life-changing for girls, helping them develop to their full potential and putting them
on a path for success in their life. We also know that educating a girl in particular can
kick-start a virtuous circle of development. Educated girls invest back into their
families and communities in terms of good care and opportunity.
Context
‘Let every girl child be educated, to kill the demon of gender discrimination in the society.’
A majority of the girl students in the College face numerous challenges on the home
front as parents still discriminate against the education of the girl child. They are often
demitted from College to assume family responsibilities as the parents do not see any
direct relationship between education and economic betterment. This is a regressive
thought and makes society devoid of persons who can usher in change. Education has
propelled so many women to high positions and made them successful leaders. The
College believes that it plays a very important role in encouraging girl students to not
just complete their education, but to forge ahead in their lives towards greater goals.
The Practice
Keeping this goal in perspective, the Ladies Club of the College was established and
continues to encourage and motivate girl students. It has created a corpus fund

through voluntary contributions from faculty members and the Management. The
interest accrued thereof is used to award cash prizes to the girl students topping final
year BA and B.Com. programs. This is to encourage them to continue their education
and become self-reliant in the future and not become prey to aforementioned
domestic pressures. The College has also seen other girl students get motivated by
these incentives to perform well academically and overcome hurdles in their life
obstructing their education. They are given extra benefits apart from educational
support like career counselling, exposure to opportunities, and making them realise
the increasingly important role of women in society.
Evidence of Success
There is a significant increase in the number of girl students seeking admission to the
College. Girl students take active part in the student body committees and other
groups involving students. The Boy-Girl student ratio has increased drastically and
one can see girls and boys in equal numbers. Girl students are a lot more decisive in
their career choices and have therefore taken paths not chosen before.
Problems encountered & Resources required
A majority of girl students of the College were married at an early age and had to
endure pressures of maintaining a family after marriage. So they were deprived of the
opportunity and motivation to pursue education. It became an uphill task for the
teachers to keep such students focused on education. Further, owing to parental and
familial interference, drop out rate of girl students was high. Many girls who had been
brought up in this atmosphere never realsied the need od education and attended
college without any thought about their future career.
The Ladies Club realized a need to educate families and parents of girl students about
the importance of education for girls. Incentivizing performance in education was one
step in this direction. More such steps need to be implemented so that the dropout
rate decreases. Since the number of girls students getting admitted has increased, steps

and schemes to retain their talent and potential have to be worked out. Examples of
successful women in society can be shown to make students evince interest in
education.

LADIES CLUB

LADIES CLUB
Investing in gender equality and women’s empowerment can unlock human potential
on a transformational scale. For societies to thrive, girls must have equal access to
education, healthcare, and technology. They must have equal control of resources,
lands, and markets. They must also have equal rights and opportunities as
peacebuilders and leaders.
The Ladies Club in the College is established to enable girl students to understand
issues related to women in society and face challenges with courage. The objective of
the club is to encourage them to confront the negative cultural and social definitions
that can limit their ability to achieve their full potential. Under the stewardship of Dr.
Shreelatha, who has been the Secretary, the Club functions arduously to enhance the
status of girls in College and help them realize their strength and potential.
A corpus fund has been constituted for conducting the affairs of the Club with
voluntary contributions from faculty members as well as the Management.The interest
generated is used to promote the objective of the Club by instituting an award for the
girl student scoring highest marks in Final Semester BA and B Com.
ACTIVITIES OF LADIES CLUB
2019-20
In line with keeping up the spirit of the occasion, the women lecturers organized a
meeting of all girl students, teaching and non-teaching staff, organized a
commemorative cutting of cake and snacks. The achievements made by the girl
students in the academic year was highlighted and steps to continue making education
fruitful for girl students were discussed. This meeting was presided over by the
Principal, Dr.C.M. Eswara Reddy.

2018-19
The Club, through its good offices, arranged for Dr. Nalini Shreedhar, Professor of
Zoology, MES College, Bangalore to speak on the topic of ‘Women and
Empowerment’. In the course of sharing her wealth of experience, Dr. Nalini stressed
on adopting a humanitarian approach towards women and their development. Her
profound knowledge gained through years of perseverance working with women was
an opportunity the students truly benefited from.

2017-18
As part of the International Women’s Day celebrations for this year, the Club arranged
for an NGO called ‘Rescue’ to visit the College. Rescue deals with deaddiction of
children from social evils like drugs, alcohol, etc. Mr. Abhishek Clifford, who heads
the NGO shared gainful insights to the students while talking o subjects like effects of
dating, abortions, mobile addiction, his experiences with teenagers experimenting with
their lives. He and his team were instrumental in divulging information not openly
accessible to students regarding teenage welfare and problems affecting teenagers and
ways to encounter such problems. Students interacted with Mr. Abhishek and his team
seamlessly.
The students formed groups and compiled collages on ‘Successful Women in
Different Walks of Life’. Prizes were given for the best collage.

2016-17
International Women’s Day was celebrated by the Club by conducting a survey on
‘Women’s well-being’. The questions in the survey revolved around present day
difficulties faced by women, perception of working women by society, etc. Discussions
were conducted on these issues and the students took an active part. It was a window
for the students to find peers in problems they face.
Pamphlets and fliers in Kannada language on various issues faced by women were
distributed to the students to create awareness and to make them aware of their rights.
Students taking part in discussions

Students reading pamphlets

Kannada pamphlets and fliers distributed

Pamphlets distributed to convey importance of giving opportunities to women

2015-16
In order to mark International Women’s Day, the Club organized literary competitions
to pick the minds of students. Debate and essay writing competitions were conducted
on the topic of ‘Students’ role in protection of environment’. The ideas illustrated by
the students in these competitions benefited them all. Competitions like this also
inculcate values of team building, teamwork, working in unity and appreciating an
opinion which is opposed to one’s own thought.

Girls participating in skits

